
The Raven’s Eye Runaways
Claire Mabey
9781991006820
Three friends and a one-eyed raven 
find themselves up against the 
rulers who restrict the gifts of writing 
and reading to an elite few.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB |$24.99 OUT 2 JULY 

Amma
Saraid de Silva
9781869715403
Moving between cities and generations, 
Amma follows three women on 
very different paths, against a 
backdrop of shifting cultures. 
MOA PRESS | PB | $37.99 

The Call
Gavin Strawhan
9781991006790
A brilliant debut crime novel centred on 
a 501 deportee gang, set in a remote 
coastal New Zealand town. Winner 
of the Allen & Unwin Fiction Prize.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $36.99 

The Life of Dai
Dai Henwood
9781775542551
A deeply moving, profoundly uplifting story 
about living with joy in the face of adversity. 
‘Part memoir and part masterclass in finding 
hope and joy in the face of unthinkable 
challenges. This isn’t a book about cancer, 
it’s a book about living’ – Jaquie Brown.
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

Hine Toa
A story of bravery
Ngāhuia te Awekōtuku
9781775542322
An incredible memoir by a trailblazing 
voice in women’s, queer and 
Māori liberation movements.
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

Still Is
Vincent O’Sullivan
9781776922093
Still Is gathers ninety dazzling new poems 
by Vincent O’Sullivan. These poems call 
and respond, elaborate and pare down, 
and suggest ending is a beginning.
TE HERENGA WAKA UNIVERSITY 
PRESS | PB | $30

Six-legged Ghosts
The insects of Aotearoa
Lily Duval
9781988503431
This beautifully illustrated book examines 
the art, language, stories and science of 
insects in Aotearoa and around the world.
CANTERBURY UNIVERSITY PRESS | HB |$55 

Hard by the Cloud House
Peter Walker
9781991016713
Exploring the legend of Te Hokioi, the 
extinct giant eagle of Aotearoa, this is a 
heady mix of history, memoir, science 
and mythology by a gifted writer.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB | $ 39.99 

Ariā and the Kūmara God
Witi Ihimaera, illustrated by 
Isobel Joy Te Aho-White
9781776958085
A lively new stand-alone adventure picking 
up from The Astromancer’s nail biting 
finish, exploring another myth connected 
to Matariki. Also available in te reo Māori!
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | HB |$25

Winter 
Reading

2024

New books 
from Aotearoa

Gracehopper
Mandy Hager
9781990035357
Grace has struggled all her life, trying to get 
the truth about her parentage, tracing the start 
of her life back to an earthquake in Taiwan.
ONE TREE HOUSE | PB | $29

Because I’m Māori 
He Māori Ahau
Nicolla Hemi-Morehouse and 
Story Hemi-Morehouse
9781776891085
He pukapuka rawe mo nga tamariki 
nohinohi e whakakipakipa nei i te whakahī ahurea. A delightful 
pukapuka for young tamariki that inspires cultural pride.
BATEMAN BOOKS | PB | $21.99 

Brave Kāhu and the Pōrangi Magpie
Shelley Burne-Field
9781991006608
An exciting and action-packed animal 
story featuring two kāhu sisters who must 
save their injured baby brother before a 
coming flood destroys their home.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $19.99 

Pipi and Pou and the Waves 
of Destruction #5
Tim Tipene, illustrated by 
Isobel Te Aho-White
9781990035364
Huge waves are overrunning a coastal 
marae and our trio of heroes helps out.
ONE TREE HOUSE | PB | $22 

Miles and Jones Book 1 
The Anaconda Attack
Sam Smith,  illustrated 
by César Lador
9781869715564
What do you get if you cross The Bad 
Guys with Indiana Jones? A hilariously 
funny, graphic novel series for kids.
LITTLE MOA | PB | $19.99 

Let Me Be Frank
The Joy of Being Yourself
Jessica Urlichs, illustrated 
by Minrui Yang
9781869715502
A picture book that will bring 
joy to reading time. From bestselling poet Jessica 
Urlichs with illustrations by Minrui Yang.
LITTLE MOA | PB |$21.99 

Pipi and Pou and the 
Fire Woman #6
Tim Tipene, illustrated by 
Isobel Te Aho-White
9781990035371
A woman is throwing balls 
of fire in the forest. Nan 
sets off to see who is 
frightening her moko.
ONE TREE HOUSE | PB | $22 

Sleep is for Babies!
Emily McDowall, illustrated 
by Julia Hegetusch
9781775438434
‘Sleep is for babies!’ George thought. ‘Not 
for me! There’s too much to do and too much 
to see’. George is determined to stay awake. He goes exploring 
outside, discovering a range of animals along the way.
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND | PB | $21.99 

The Very Best Words
Erin Munro, illustrated 
by Sarah Trolle
9781869715465
‘The very best book for child and adult to 
share pure pleasure in words, how they sound, 
what they mean’ – Tessa Duder, award-winning author of Alex.
LITTLE MOA | PB | $21.99 

Kaipānui Tamariki

Nine Girls 
Stacy Gregg
9781776958146
An epic coming-of-age adventure woven with 
suspense from the bestselling author of Pony 
Club Secrets and The Princess and the Foal. 
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | PB |$22 

These books are 
available from all 
good booksellers.

Sign up for regular 
news on Aotearoa 

New Zealand books.
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My Matariki Colouring 
and Activity Book
Isobel Joy Te Aho-White
9781775438762
This 96-page activity book is based 
on the best-selling book, Matariki 
Around the World, by Miriama 
Kamo and Rangi Matamua.
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND | PB | $17.99

Ngā Kupenga a Nanny Rina  
Qiane Matata-Sipu, 
illustrated by 
Isobel Joy Te Aho-White
9781776958191
A heart-warming Matariki story, originated 
in te reo Māori, about aroha, whānau 
and welcoming the new year. An English 
translation Nanny Rina’s Amazing Nets is also available. 
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | PB | $21

Mataali‘i
Dahlia Malaeulu
9781738606030
FetŪ, the youngest of a unique family 
of matai (chiefs), becomes a guiding 
light for her village and a reminder of 
the enduring power of ‘āiga (family).
MILA’S BOOKS | PB | $28

Ariā and the Kūmara God
Witi Ihimaera, illustrated by 
Isobel Joy Te Aho-White
9781776958085
A lively new stand-alone adventure picking 
up from The Astromancer’s nail biting 
finish, exploring another myth connected 
to Matariki. Also available in te reo Māori!
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | HB |$25

Nanny Mihi’s Harvest
Te Hauhake a Nanny Mihi
Melanie Drewery, illustrated by 
Suzanne Simpson, translated 
by Kanapu Rangitauira
9781990042577
The latest in this popular series instils 
Matariki and Maramataka ideas, as Nanny Mihi’s mokopuna 
help plant her garden, and watch their labours bear fruit.
ORATIA BOOKS | PB | $21

Piki te Ora: Your 
Wellbeing Journal
Hira Nathan and Jessie 
Eyre, illustrated by Huriana 
Kopeke-Te Aho
9781991006745
A fully illustrated wellbeing journal 
for children, based upon the 
Māori principles of hauora, from 
the bestselling author of Whakawhetai: Gratitude.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $29.99

The Kai Stars of Matariki
Tupuānuku and Tupuārangi
9781775438694
Ko Ngā Whetū Kai o Matariki 
Tupuānuku rāua ko Tupuārangi 
9781775438700
Miriama Kamo, illustrated 
by Zak Waipara
Sam and Te Rerehua are excited 
to give thanks to Tupuānuku and 
Tupuārangi, the stars connected to 
food grown in and above the ground. But one night, those 
sneaky Patupaiarehe return and start eating the stored eel 
... can they come up with a plan to replace the kai?
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND | PB | $21.99 

Waitohu 
A Journal for 
Making Meaning
Dr Hinemoa Elder
9781776950898
An inspiring journal to help you make 
deeper connections from the bestselling 
author of Aroha and Wawata.
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | PB | $35

Mānawatia a Matariki mā te pānui i tēnei hōtoke! 
Celebrate Matariki with winter reading! Find out more about this selection of Matariki reading at www.ketebooks.co.nz 

Ruru 
Night Hunter
Katie Furze, illustrated 
by Ned Barraud
9781775438397
This stunningly illustrated book, set 
in an urban landscape, follows Ruru’s 
nocturnal activities, where he hunts prey, feeds his chicks 
and navigates the dangers lurking within his environment.
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND | PB | $21.99

Buzzz!
Native Bugs of Aotearoa
Donovan Bixley
9781869715045
Award-winning author Donovan 
Bixley expands on his collection 
about Aotearoa’s native flora 
and fauna with BUZZZ! Native Bugs of Aotearoa.
LITTLE MOA | HB | $24.99

Hopurangi—Songcatcher
Poems from the Maramataka
Robert Sullivan
9781776711222
Ngā mihi whakawhetai nui ki a rātou 
e whai ana i te ara mātauranga o 
ō mātou mātua tūpuna! 
A new collection from acclaimed poet 
Robert Sullivan, inspired by the Māori 
lunar calendar. 
AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB | $29.99

Five Wee Pūteketeke
Nicola Toki, illustrated 
by Jo Pearson
9781991006899
From Nicola Toki, Chief Executive 
at Forest & Bird, comes the official 
children’s book about the world-
famous pūteketeke, Aotearoa 
New Zealand’s Bird of the Century!
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $22.99

Coastal Fishes of 
New Zealand
A comprehensive guide to 
identification and behaviour
Malcolm Francis
9781988550619
A comprehensive, up-to-date 
identification guide to the coastal 
fishes likely to be encountered 
by New Zealand divers and fishers.
POTTON & BURTON | PB | $49.99 OUT 1 JULY

The Fight for Freshwater
A Memoir
Mike Joy
9781991033840
Mike Joy’s journey to becoming a 
freshwater ecologist and advocate for the 
preservation of waterways is as winding 
as the rivers he strives to protect.
BRIDGET WILLIAMS BOOKS | PB | $39.99 
OUT 1 JULY 

Evolving
Finding Health & 
Happiness as We Age
Judy Bailey
9781775542049
A much-loved broadcaster shares new 
science and personal stories that have 
shaped her own path into older age. 
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99

Hiwa
Contemporary Māori 
Short Stories
Edited by Paula Morris, 
consulting editor Darryn Joseph
9781869409951
A vibrant, essential collection 
of contemporary Māori short 
stories, featuring twenty-seven 
writers working in English or te reo Māori.
AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB | $45

With thanks to Isobel Joy Te Aho-White (Ngāi Tahu, Ngāti 
Kahungunu ki te Wairoa) and Scholastic for illustrations 
from My Matariki Colouring and Activity Book.
Thanks to Maatakiwi Wakefield (Kāi Tahu whānui, Te Ati 
Awa, Ngāti Toa, Ngāti Mutunga, Ngāti Raukawa, Ngāti 
Maniapoto) and Ngapiu Tainui-Maclure (Kāi Tahu whānui, 
Te Rarawa), Māori Library Services at Christchurch City 
Libraries, for help with this Matariki reading selection. 
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Explore Matariki and 
celebrate Māori New 
Year with colouring 
and craft activities 
for all the whānau!

Foraging New Zealand
Peter Langlands
9780143775898
Learn the secrets of foraging in 
Aotearoa from one of Aotearoa New 
Zealand’s foremost experts! 
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | PB | $50

Te Ata o Tū The Shadow 
of Tūmatauenga
The New Zealand Wars 
Collections of Te Papa
Matiu Baker, Katie Cooper, 
Michael Fitzgerald, Rebecca Rice
9780994146083
This richly illustrated book, developed 
in partnership with iwi, helps us understand why the wars 
occurred and how their legacy of conflict endures.
TE PAPA PRESS | HB | $70
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Explore Matariki and 
celebrate Māori New 
Year with colouring 
and craft activities 
for all the whānau!

Matariki — mother of the other stars, connected 
to health, wellbeing, and bringing people together
Pōhutukawa — the star connected to those 
who have passed and to their remembrance
Tipuānuku — the star connected 
with food grown in the ground

Matariki Key Use this key to see which Matariki stars each book aligns to.

Tipuārangi — the star connected 
with food high above the ground 
including berries and birds
Ururangi — the star connected with the winds
Waitī — the star connected with 
freshwater and freshwater life

Waitā — the star connected  with 
oceans and ocean life
Waipunarangi — the star 
connected with rain
Hiwa-i-te-rangi — the star connected with 
aspirations and hopes for the year ahead
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Performance
David Coventry
9781776920808
Performance is a self-portrait like no 
other. David Coventry takes us into his 
experience of a debilitating chronic illness 
by upturning the conventions of storytelling.
TE HERENGA WAKA UNIVERSITY 
PRESS | PB | $38  

The Mires
Tina Makereti
9781761153693
New from the author of Where the 
Rēkohu Bone Sings, a tender, fierce 
novel that asks what we do when faced 
with things we don’t understand.
ULTIMO | PB | $39.99  OUT 3 JULY

Max
Avi Duckor-Jones
9781922930415
A vivid and insightful coming-of-age 
novel about the ways we weave the 
threads of our adolescent identities 
into a cohesive adult self.
AFFIRM PRESS | PB | $37.99 

Ash
Louise Wallace
9781776921348
Thea is a vet at a rural practice, 
juggling meetings, mealtimes, and 
motherhood. Something’s about to 
explode, something unexpected. Ash is 
captivating and ingeniously layered.
TE HERENGA WAKA UNIVERSITY 
PRESS | PB | $30

Sewing Moonlight
Kyle Mewburn
9781776890651
Winter 1928: young German man 
Wilhelm Erdinger is left stranded in the 
remote New Zealand village of Falters 
Mill. A tragic tale of love, loss and 
biodynamics in a challenging time.
BATEMAN BOOKS | PB WITH FLAPS | $39.99 

Black Silk & Sympathy
Deborah Challinor
9781460763667
A riveting journey through the front parlours 
and dark alleys of 1860s Sydney from 
a bestselling  New Zealand author. 
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $37.99 

Hemingway’s Goblet
Dermot Ross
9781738617609
A debut novel by a New Zealand lawyer 
that will challenge your perceptions about 
Ernest Hemingway and also modern 
relationships in the #MeToo era.
MARY EGAN PUBLISHING | PB | $38

All That We Know
Shilo Kino
9781869718237
The stunning debut adult novel from 
award-winning writer Shilo Kino, All That 
We Know interrogates the far-reaching 
consequences of colonisation while 
simultaneously making you laugh and cry.
MOA PRESS | PB | $37.99 OUT 9 JULY

The Mess We Made
Megan O’Neill
9781869718077
The Mess We Made is an addictive 
will-they-won’t-they debut love story 
about whether there can ever be a 
second chance for your first love.
MOA PRESS | PB | $37.99 OUT 30 JULY

The Space Between 
Lauren Keenan
9781776950812
A bestselling historical novel for fans of 
Jenny Pattrick and Kate Grenville, this 
tells the story of two women amid the 
tensions of 19th century Aotearoa.
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | PB | $37 

Pakimaero – Stories 
Fiction to captivate and keep you from the cold

Girl of the Mountains
Trish McCormack
9780473702854
When Wellington journalist Kath 
disappears, it sets her daughters on a 
path to uncover the story of pioneering 
Southern Alps mountain guide Stella 
— a story of obsession and tragedy.
GLACIER PRESS | PB | $40 

17 Years Later
J.P. Pomare
9780733649646
Who really killed the Primrose Family? The 
new, unputdownable page-turner from 
multi-award-winning author J. P. Pomare.
HACHETTE | PB | $37.99 | OUT 31 JULY

Return to Blood
Michael Bennett
9781398512269
Two murders. Two decades apart. One 
chance to get justice. The new novel 
from the author of Better the Blood.
SIMON & SCHUSTER | PB | $37.99 

When the Moon Hatched
Sarah A. Parker
9780008710231
An immersive, vibrant novel packed 
with mysterious creatures, a 
unique magic system, and a love 
that blazes through the ages.
VOYAGER | PB |$37.99 

Primal Mirror
A Psy-Changeling Trinity novel
Nalini Singh
9781399604611
The bonds of blood are challenged 
… New York Times bestselling author 
Nalini Singh returns to her spectacular 
Psy-Changeling Trinity series.
HACHETTE | PB | $37.99 OUT 30 JULY

The Secrets They Kept
Jenny Lynch
9781738596997
The story of a young woman’s quest to 
discover the truth about her mother’s 
unexplained death – and her own identity.
MARY EGAN PUBLISHING | PB | $38 

The Bookshop Detectives 
Dead Girl Gone
Gareth and Louise Ward
9781776951000
Two booksellers solve a decades old 
murder-mystery in this sparkling novel 
full of bookish clues and literary laughs.
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ 
| PB | $38 OUT 23 JULY

Meantime
Majella Cullinane
9781990048807
In this moving testament to the power 
of voice to heal and connect, poet 
Majella Cullinane bridges the distance 
between herself and her mother, who 
was suffering with dementia in Ireland 
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
OTAGO UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB |$30 

With thanks to Jo Pearson and 
Allen & Unwin New Zealand for 
illustrations from Five Wee Pūteketeke.

Toikupu – Poetry
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On Call
Stories from my life as a surgeon, 
a daughter and a mother
Ineke Meredith
9781775542377
An extraordinary memoir from 
inside the operating room about 
the heart it takes to survive.
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

The Beautiful Afternoon
Airini Beautrais
9781776921324
Award-winning writer Airini Beautrais 
plumbs history, literature, pop culture, 
myth, and pole dancing to deliver a virtuoso 
inquiry into how we become who we are.
TE HERENGA WAKA UNIVERSITY 
PRESS | PB | $38

Beyond Hope
From an Auckland prison to 
changing lives in Afghanistan
Bariz Shah
9781775542339
A powerful story of how one man 
didn’t let other people define him.
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

The Antipodean Express
A journey by train from 
New Zealand to Spain
Gregory Hill 
9781921497155
A railway adventure tracing a journey 
from the author’s home in New 
Zealand to its exact antipodes in 
rural Spain. 89 days, 33 trains and 19 countries. 
EXISLE PUBLISHING | PB | $44.99 

The Last Secret Agent
The untold story of my life as a 
spy behind Nazi enemy lines
Pippa Latour and  Jude Dobson
9781991006561
The extraordinary untold story of Pippa 
Latour, who parachuted into occupied 
France in 1944 as an undercover agent.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $37.99 

Nothing Significant to Report
The Misadventures of a Kiwi Soldier
Dario Nustrini
9781775542513
Laugh-out-loud yarns from a soldier 
in the New Zealand Army.
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

Mickey
The cat who helped me 
through times of change
Helen Brown
9780733341908
From the bestselling author of Cleo, 
this is a warm, wistful, coming-of-
age, true story about the transition 
from childhood to adolescence and 
the small, stray cat who helped guide the way.
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

Hold my hand, Rosie. Don’t let go.
A mother-and-daughter story of 
addiction, despair, and hope.
Madeleine and Rosie Redding
9781738617630
This is not just a book; it is a lifeline 
for families grappling with the 
complexities of living with an addict.
MARY EGAN PUBLISHING | PB | $34.95 

Ans Westra
A life in photography
Paul Moon
9781991016775
This richly illustrated biography interrogates 
Ans Westra’s remarkable — and at times 
controversial — practice, and a life 
that always put photography first.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB | $49.99 

Frontline Surgeon
New Zealand medical 
pioneer Douglas Jolly
Mark Derby
9781991016836
A gripping biography that traces Central 
Otago-born Doug Jolly’s remarkable 
career as a surgeon in the Spanish Civil 
War and as a pioneer of modern emergency medicine.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB |$45 OUT 11 JULY

Kōrero Pono – General Non-fiction
Memoir, history, nature and the environment, and more 

A Different Light
First Photographs of Aotearoa
Edited by Catherine Hammond 
and Shaun Higgins
9781869409944
A Different Light brings together 
the extraordinary and extensive 
photographic collections of three major research libraries 
to reveal nineteenth-century Aotearoa as never before.
AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY PRESS | HB | $65 

Energy
Get it. Guard it. Give it.
Lisa O’Neill
9781923186057
A call-to-arms for people who want to 
find more energy, live an excellent life, 
and increase their impact in the world. 
MAJOR STREET PUBLISHING | PB | $37.99

Sight Lines
Women and Art in Aotearoa
Kirsty Baker
9781869409982
From ancient whatu kākahu to 
contemporary installation art, Frances 
Hodgkins to Mataaho Collective, Sight 
Lines tells the story of women and art in Aotearoa.
AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY PRESS | HB | $69.99 OUT 11 JULY

The Final Diagnosis
Obscure Cases of Death, 
Disease & Murder
Cynric Temple Camp
9781775542636
Stranger-than-fiction stories of 
death, disease and murder. 
HARPERCOLLINS | PB | $39.99 

The Three Quicks
Tim Southee, Trent Boult, Neil 
Wagner and the road to the 
World Test Championship
Trevor Auger
9781738617654
The story of how three of New 
Zealand’s very best fast bowlers 
came together to play such a central role in their 
country’s cricketing saga over more than a decade.
MARY EGAN PUBLISHING | PB | $40

The Unsettled
Small stories of colonisation
Richard Shaw
9781991016683
Settler history stories weave with Shaw’s 
own as he examines and suggests how 
Pākehā New Zealanders can live with their 
pasts, presents and possible futures.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB | $39.99 

The Economic Possibilities 
of Decolonisation
Matthew Scobie and Anna Sturman
9781991033741
A recent release in the BWB Texts series. 
Over 100 short books on big subjects are 
now available in print and digital formats.
BRIDGET WILLIAMS BOOKS | PB | $17.99 

A Life Less Punishing
13 Ways to Love the Life You’ve Got
Matt Heath
9781991006479
A funny, insightful guide to mastering your 
emotions and getting the most out of life, 
for fans of Bridget Delaney’s Reasons Not to 
Worry and Think Like a Monk by Jay Shetty.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $37.99 

Māori Made Easy Pocket Guide
Scotty Morrison
9781776950751
Take your te reo learning with you with this 
pocket-sized language guide! Develop 
confidence in basic pronunciation, meetings 
and greetings, protocol and so much more.
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NZ | PB | $24 

Good Dogs
Helen Cook and Gavin Cook
9781991006660
From the faces of TV2’s hit show The Dog 
House NZ, comes a mix of practical information 
and dog love stories of successful matches.
ALLEN & UNWIN NZ | PB | $45 OUT 16 JULY

Terra Nova
Harrison Christina
9781761152122
Ambition, jealousy and simmering rivalry in 
the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration.
ULTIMO | PB | $41.99 

Echoes from Hawaiki
The origins and development of Māori 
and Moriori musical instruments
Jennifer Cattermole
9781990048593
Echoes from Hawaiki traces the origins 
and development of taonga pūoro, 
the stories they carry and how they connect present-
day iwi with ancestral knowledge and traditions.
OTAGO UNIVERSITY PRESS | PB | $50 
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